FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

H Hotel to Debut New Mid-Century Modern Inspired American Tavern
New Restaurant to Celebrate the History of Midland
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN, September 2, 2019 – The H Hotel, a Dolce Hotel, today announced the creation of a
new and exciting restaurant concept scheduled to open in Downtown Midland in the early 2020. The yet-to-benamed restaurant will welcome the local community with a modern, mid-century inspired ambiance; handcrafted cocktails, local seasonal menu and new indoor and outdoor spaces fit for everything from date-night
dinners and family outings to group dining and celebratory events.
“The restaurant pays homage to the history of mid-century modernism in Midland in a setting that inspires
connectivity with friends, colleagues and the community,” said Derek Grimaldi, General Manager of The H
Hotel. “This fresh new concept along with the reimagination of the H’s courtyard reinforces our commitment to
the continued growth of downtown Midland and the Great Lakes Bay Region.”
With seating for 110, the space will feature a new eat-in bar, two private dining rooms and a 40-seat outdoor
patio in the courtyard. Designed as a gathering place on Main St for locals and travelers alike the restaurant
menu features American comfort food with dishes that are recognizable, imaginative, approachable and
designed with the entire region in mind. Handmade cocktails, craft beer, a robust wine program along with a
balanced menu of traditional favorites and new offerings form the basis of this energetic addition to the
downtown landscape. In addition, the new restaurant is expected to create an additional 25 jobs in the region.
Located on the corner of Ashman and Main, the restaurant will take over the space currently occupied by the
Table Restaurant which is scheduled to close on September 22nd.
About the H Hotel
The H Hotel is part of a select group of establishments within Michigan to hold the AAA Four Diamond Rating.
In addition, the hotel received the 2017 Hotel of the Year award from Dolce Hotels and Resorts, by Wyndham
and is a leader in quality and excellence throughout.
About Dolce Hotels and Resorts by Wyndham
Inspirational environments foster big ideas. That’s the philosophy behind Dolce Hotels and Resorts by
Wyndham®. A curated collection of unique destinations, Dolce redefined modern meetings using creative
spaces, state-of-the-art technology, nourishing food and beverage programs and inspired activities. From Napa
Valley to the picturesque seaside of Athens, Dolce’s breathtaking locations provide the backdrop to incredible
travel experiences, whether in a meeting or relaxing at its award-winning golf courses, rejuvenating spas and
nearby world-famous wineries. In addition to streamlining the planning process with its Complete Meetings
Package (CMP), Dolce offers planners who are members of Wyndham Rewards the opportunity to take
advantage of go meetSM. Casual and professional planners can earn one point for every dollar spent on
qualifying revenue, with no minimum spend and no maximum point limit.
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